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When I first joined Rich’s group, his was one of a relatively small number of labs 
using combinatorial approaches to explore the boundaries of biological chemistry. I was 
particularly excited to learn what in vitro selection experiments might teach us about 
natural selection and the mechanisms of molecular evolution. To this end, I have focused 
my research on the study of peptide molecular recognition, characterizing the relationship 
between peptide amino-acid sequence and specificity in an effort to better understand the 
plasticity of these biological polymers. One story that I believe is emerging from this 
research is that peptide molecular recognition is highly evolvable, requiring only a small 
number of sequence mutations to affect significant changes in binding specificity. This 
evolvability may in part explain the increased incidence of unfolded protein sequences in 
differentiated organisms and could be useful to investigators searching for new molecular 
tools and capture agents.  
In my studies, I have been fortunate to collaborate with several excellent 
experimentalists including Dr. Terry Takahashi, Dr. William Ja, and Dr. Scott Ross, 
whose assistance has been instrumental to me. Other colleagues whom I would like to 
thank include Dr. Diasuke Umeno, Dr. Jeffrey Barrick, Dr. Jinsong Ren, Dr. Tianbing 
Xia, Dr. Shuwei Li, Dr. Shelley Starck, Dr. Karin Crowhurst, Dr. Adam Frankel, Dr. 
Christine Ueda, Anders Olson and Steven Millward. I’m grateful for the counsel of my 
advisory committee, which includes Professor Stephen Mayo, Professor Douglas Rees, 
and Professor Peter Dervan; and for the mentorship and support of my advisor, Professor 
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Chapter 1: Solving molecular recognition problems with 
evolvable peptide motifs 
 
 
Ryan J. Austin
 
 2 
Abstract 
 
 Specific protein-nucleic acid and protein-protein recognition events are frequently 
mediated through the flexible binding surfaces of these polymers. The functional 
plasticity and sequence conservation of these surfaces suggests that they are highly 
evolvable molecular recognition sites. It may therefore be possible to develop 
discriminate ligands for many protein and nucleic acid targets by directed evolution of 
consensus ligand scaffolds or motifs. Here we review and present work on the 
development and use of peptide motifs to evolve high-specificity ligands toward flexible 
RNA-hairpin and G protein targets. The evolvabilities of these motifs and the compact 
arrangement of specificity-determining elements in selected sequences, demonstrate the 
economy of motif-based directed evolution approaches. 
 3 
Introduction 
 
Our understanding of molecular recognition in cellular processes has expanded 
from static models to encompass a continuum of structurally adaptive binding interfaces.  
Adaptive recognition mechanisms involving the coupled folding and binding of one or 
both binding partners figure prominently in protein-nucleic acid binding events [1], and 
interestingly, are being found to play a growing role in protein-protein interactions [2]. 
Such mechanisms range from global fold rearrangement in prions [3], to secondary 
structure and side-chain conformational flexibility observed in the binding surfaces of 
germ-line antibodies and preferred protein-protein binding ‘hot spots’ [4, 5]. The 
correlation between conformational flexibility and functional plasticity in these binding 
partners suggests that dynamic binding sites are inherently more evolvable than rigid 
folds [6, 7]. Bio-informatic analysis has revealed a growing incidence of unstructured 
protein domains in cell signaling and transcription regulation pathways of higher 
eukaryotes, suggesting that the evolvable properties of dynamic folds have facilitated the 
differentiation of complex signaling networks in these organisms [8].  
The wealth of these flexible targets in the cell, and the evolvability of their 
binding specificities, presents an intriguing problem to biologists interested in developing 
discriminate molecular tools and sensors. If the binding specificities of these flexible 
targets are inherently evolvable, tools that discriminate these targets should likewise be 
evolvable. It may therefore be possible to generate specific ligands for many cellular 
targets by way of directed evolution experiments, using promiscuous peptide motifs as 
starting points. In a selection or ‘directed evolution’ experiment, a selective pressure, 
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such as the ability to bind a particular target, is applied to a degenerate pool of molecules. 
The fittest molecules are reproduced, coming to dominate the molecular pool after 
iterative rounds of selection, which allows for their identification. The larger the initial 
pool of molecules searched, the more laborious the selection process. However, if 
selection pools can be optimized by incorporation of conserved scaffolds or motifs, the 
development of discriminate ligands for the detection of or modulation of various cellular 
interactions could be expedited. In approaching this problem, peptide motifs offer several 
advantages as molecular starting points, including their mutability, modulatable 
chemistries, and demonstrated selectability against flexible molecular targets [9-11].  
Here we present work on the development and use of promiscuous peptide motifs 
to evolve high-specificity ligands towards two types of flexible cellular target: the ?boxB 
RNA hairpin, and the signal transduction G? protein. The work indicates that conserved, 
dynamic binding surfaces can be targeted with significant specificities by relatively short 
peptides. Discrete mutations adjacent to and framed within conserved motifs of these 
peptides confer dramatic changes in binding specificity, underscoring the evolvability of 
these sequences.  
 
 5 
RNA Targets 
 
Targeting flexible RNA structures with the ARM-consensus motif 
A number of natural protein scaffolds that bind to RNA have been characterized, 
including the RNA binding domain (RBD or RRM) and KH domain [12], zinc finger and 
arginine-rich motif (ARM) [13, 14]. Of these, the ARM presents the most concise and 
versatile framework for development of novel RNA binding peptides. The ARM was 
originally identified by Asis Das’s lab in bacteriophage and is not, as the name implies, a 
discrete motif, but rather an arginine rich sequence [15]. Subsequently, Alan Frankel’s 
group identified a loose consensus motif (T/R)RXXRR (where X represents any amino-
acid), referred to here as the ‘ARM-consensus motif’, present as a sub-sequence in a great 
number of RNA binding peptides and proteins [16]. Directed evolution experiments 
investigating the HIV Rev and ? N peptide scaffolds have expanded the phylogenic pool 
of ARMs  [17-21], and peptide sequences from these experiments along with a sampling 
of natural ARMs are listed in Figure 1A. These experiments, in addition to RNA aptamer 
selections and NMR structural analyses have demonstrated the evolvability and structural 
plasticity of the ARM-framework [10, 22]. 
Directed evolution experiments from Alan Frankel’s group have presented themes 
relating the structural plasticity of ARM peptides to sequence elements arrayed about the 
ARM-consensus motif. Incorporating the (T/R)RXXRR motif at the amino-terminus of a 
Rev-like peptide library, the group evolved peptides with increased affinities and 
specificities for the Rev cognate RNA hairpin, RRE-IIB [17-19, 23]. Two types of 
peptide solution emerged from the selections: one maintaining the ?-helical structure of 
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the Rev peptide, and a second adopting an extended backbone structure. These two 
peptide solutions employ distinct sequence elements in and around the consensus motif. 
The ?-helical peptide sequences are enriched for acidic residues, which stabilize the 
secondary structure of the peptide, as well as a glutamine residue, adjacent to the motif, 
which makes specific contacts with a sheared G-A base pair in the RRE-IIB hairpin. In 
contrast, extended peptide solutions incorporate glycine and proline residues in and 
around the consensus motif. These residues are critical for shape-specific recognition in 
the evolved RSG-1.2-RRE-IIB complex [24, 25], and their importance is reiterated in 
various ARM-RNA complexes. A proline residue framed within the consensus motif of 
the HTLV-1 Rex peptide constrains a shape-specific S-like peptide fold in the Rex-RNA 
aptamer complex [26]. Separately, the consensus motif of HIV Tat peptide does not 
contain any glycine residues and adopts an unstructured fold in the HIV Tat-TAR 
complex [27, 28], while the BIV Tat peptide contains a glycine residue substitution in the 
consensus motif, allowing the peptide to adopt  a ?-hairpin fold in the cognate BIV Tat-
TAR complex [29, 30]. In a striking example of structural plasticity, the JDV Tat peptide 
adopts multiple functional structures, binding as a ?-hairpin to JDV- and BIV-TAR 
RNAs, but adopting an extended conformation in complex with the non-cognate HIV-
TAR RNA [31]. The solution structures of these complexes, as well as several ARM-
RNA aptamer complexes solved by Dinshaw Patel’s group [26, 32], further illustrate the 
structural plasticity of the ARM-consensus motif. In general, ARM-RNA structural 
analyses support a shape-specific mechanism of molecular recognition where RNA 
architecture dictates peptide fold (Reviewed in [13, 14, 33, 34]). 
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After the Rev-RRE complex, the ARM-RNA system most studied by NMR 
structural analysis and peptide directed evolution is the bacteriophage N peptide-boxB 
hairpin complex. Similar structures of cognate ?, P22, and ?21 N peptide-boxB 
complexes, as well as the HK022 Nun-?boxB complex, have been solved by NMR 
[35-38]. In each of the complexes, the peptide adopts a bend that divides it into two 
modules; an amino-terminal helix containing the ARM-consensus motif, and a carboxy-
terminal helix that makes shape-specific contacts with the boxB hairpin loop. Shape 
complementarity is particularly evident in the ? complex, where the N peptide adopts a 
60 degree bend to accommodate ??? stacking interactions between a tryptophan residue 
and the boxB hairpin loop (Fig. 1B). The conclusion drawn from this shape-specific 
recognition has been that the carboxy-terminal helix of the N peptide dictates loop 
binding specificity, while the ARM-consensus motif in the amino-terminal helix 
functions as a conserved stem-binding module [37, 39]. However, directed evolution 
experiments employing a ? N peptide amino-terminal scaffold (mdaqTRRreRRa-X10) 
have indicated that the specificity of ? N peptide is dictated by its amino-terminal helix 
[20, 40].  
This finding contradicts the modular formulation of shape-specific binding and 
exposes a weakness in our present understanding of ARM-RNA molecular recognition. 
Despite the breadth of NMR structural information elucidated in the past 10 years, 
fundamental binding-specificity concepts remain unresolved. For instance, is the ARM-
consensus motif to be thought of as a binding module that works in complement with 
other modules, or is the motif better understood as a symmetric platform upon which 
specificity-determining elements are arrayed? Such concepts are particularly relevant to 
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the design of new RNA-binding ligands using peptide scaffolds. To this effect, it remains 
important to identify the specificity-determining elements within the ARM-framework 
and the relationship of these elements to the ARM-consensus motif.  
Most studies of ARM-RNA binding specificity have relied on the Gel-Mobility 
Shift Assay (GMSA), which presumes a kinetically stable binding interaction [41, 42]. 
Many ARM-RNA complexes are kinetically unstable, however, owing to the electrostatic 
nature of the binding interaction. Electrostatic steering forces between positively charged 
ARMs and negatively charged RNAs can increase the association rate between these 
binding partners beyond the limits of a diffusion controlled process ( > 1 x 10
9
  s
-1 
M
-1
). In 
such instances, even a thermodynamically stable ARM-RNA interaction with a 
dissociation constant of 1 nM will be kinetically unstable, having a dissociation rate of 
less than a second (KD = koff/kon). Alternatives to the GMSA employing affinity 
electrophoresis have been developed for the study of ARM-RNA complexes and are 
capable of evaluating less-stable binding pairs [43], but the charge gradient employed in 
these gel based assays can perturb the ARM-RNA binding equilibrium. Fluorescence-
based techniques are sensitive to kinetics and offer a preferable means of binding 
measurement to the GMSA. The efficacy of one such approach, substituting the 
fluorescent base 2-aminopurine (2AP) at RNA loops and bulges, has been demonstrated 
in several ARM-RNA interactions [20, 44-46].  
Using 2AP-labeled RNA hairpins, our lab has performed a combinatorial analysis 
of amino-acid binding energetics in the ? N peptide (Chapter 2). Coupled binding and 
folding events often involve intra-molecular binding cooperativities that are invisible to 
traditional alanine-scanning techniques, but can be identified by combinatorial or pair-
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wise mutagenesis experiments [47-51]. This type of analysis has isolated two specificity-
determining residues in the ? N peptide, Gln4 and Arg8 (Fig. 1C), which recapitulate the 
binding specificity of the wild-type peptide when grafted into a non-specific ARM-
framework. The Gln4 residue immediately adjacent to the ARM-consensus motif of ? N 
peptide makes specific contacts with a sheared G-A loop closing base pair of the ?boxB 
hairpin, similar to glutamine G-A recognition in Rev-RRE. Interestingly, the Arg8 
residue, framed inside the ARM-consensus motif, exhibits cooperative binding with all 
non-conserved elements of the ? N peptide. The binding specificity of this residue arises 
from shape-specific contacts within the ?boxB pentaloop that stabilize the induced fit of 
the complex. This mode of loop recognition is illustrated by the non-cognate ? N peptide-
P22boxB complex. In this unfavorable complex the ? N peptide forces the P22boxB 
pentaloop into a strained ?boxB-like conformation, which can be fully alleviated by a 
simple substitution of the Arg8 residue. Based on these findings, our lab has been able to 
engineer discriminate peptides with orders of magnitude greater affinity for the ?boxB 
target than the natural ? N peptide (Chapter 3). Results from ? N peptide studies support 
the evolvability of the ARM-framework within and around the ARM-consensus motif 
and add evidence to observations of peptide dictating local RNA fold [22, 25]. Though 
more work will be necessary to characterize the relationship between the ARM-
consensus motif and specificity-determining elements within the ARM-framework, 
analysis of the N peptide has demonstrated that short peptide sequences containing the 
ARM-consensus motif are capable of discriminating RNA targets.  
Returning to the problem of designing RNA-binding peptide scaffolds, it is 
interesting to note that the specificity-determining elements of ? N peptide are arrayed 
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immediately adjacent to and within the ARM-consensus motif. In the case of the Trp18 
residue, which is 7 residues from the ARM-consensus motif of ? N peptide, experiments 
from our lab have demonstrated that shape-specific stacking interactions are critical to 
biological function, not binding specificity [21]. Interestingly, a two-residue ? N peptide 
mutant that binds ?boxB with increased specificity (? N(E14R15)), adopts an unbent ?-
helical structure extending 4 residues to either side of the ARM-consensus motif (Chapter 
4: Fig. 4.1C). NMR dynamic analysis indicates that the ? N(E14R15) peptide fold becomes 
disordered 7 residues from the ARM-consensus motif, similar to structural observations 
in many ARM-RNA complexes, which show disorder distal to the consensus motif [26, 
29, 30, 36, 52, 53]. Recent selection experiments offer additional evidence of specificity-
determining elements adjacent to the ARM-consensus motif. In a striking example, two 
independent peptide selection experiments performed against the P6.1 telomerase hairpin 
dimer have isolated specific peptides with a core RKYXRV motif flanked by conserved 7 
residue sequences [54, 55]. Separately, a study of peptide binding RNA-aptamers in 
Andrew Ellington’s lab has demonstrated the paucity of specificity-determining elements 
further than 6 residues from the ARM-consensus motif of Rev [22]. These findings 
suggest that a relatively small peptide library, incorporating an ARM-consensus motif, 
flanked by randomized amino-acid heptamers (X7-(T/R)RXXRR-X7) will contain 
discriminate peptide binding solutions for a wide variety of RNA targets.  
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Protein Targets 
 
Targeting a flexible G? hot spot with an aromatic-consensus motif 
Preferred protein-protein interaction surfaces, or protein binding ‘hot spots’, are 
often highly conserved across differentiated classes of proteins, exhibiting preferred 
physiochemical compositions and conformational dynamics that predispose these 
surfaces to targeting by in vitro selection experiments [56]. Structural analyses and 
selection investigations performed on the signal transduction protein G? have identified a 
hot spot at the effector-binding site of this subunit. The structural plasticity and 
evolvability of this binding surface make it a potential target for the discrimination of G? 
subunits using motif-based directed evolution experiments.  
There are 19 unique G? subunits in humans, categorized into 4 classes (i/o, q/11, 
s, 12/13) that describe the downstream effector coupling of the G protein [57]. 
Differentiation of these G? classes correlates with increasing complexity of cellular 
function in higher organisms, as only two G? subunits are expressed in the yeast S. 
cerevisiae and four G? subunits in the nematode C. elegans [58]. The high degree of 
sequence conservation in the effector-binding site of differentiated G? subunits is 
illustrated in Figure 1.2A. This conserved site, indicated with an asterisk in Figure 1.2, 
includes a malleable switch II (SII) structural element and a more stable ?-helical 
element (?3).  Conformational stability of SII is coupled to GTP binding within the 
active-site of G?, allowing for temporal regulation of the ‘SII-?3’ effector-binding site 
[59-62].    
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The preferred binding character of a hydrophobic pocket in the SII-?3 cleft has 
been underscored by several independent in vitro selection experiments against G?i1, 
which have targeted this site (Fig. 1.2) [63-67]. A family of selected peptides containing 
a conserved h(T/Y)W(W/Y)EFL “aromatic-consensus motif” (where h represents a 
hydrophobic amino-acid), bind specifically to G?, but exhibit limited G? class-binding 
specificity (Fig. 1.2C). Separate crystal structures of G?i1 bound to the R6A-1 and KB-
752 peptides demonstrate docking of the peptide EFL-sequence within the hydrophobic 
binding pocket of SII-?3 (Fig. 1.2B)[64, 68]. While the R6A-1 peptide exhibits a clear 
binding preference for the G?i1 subunit over G?s(s), it is unclear from the crystal 
structure how this specificity is conferred. Paul Sigler has suggested that the effector-
binding site could be discriminated by specific contacts with the ?3 helix, which shows 
some variability across G? classes [60]. A structural survey of effector-binding to the 
four classes of G? suggests a different mechanism of binding discrimination, where non-
specific contacts between the effector and the SII-?3 hydrophobic binding pocket are 
complemented by specific interactions outside of the SII-?3 site, at the ?3-?5 and ?2-?4 
loops of G? [62]. Structural analysis has, however, been unable to elucidate the origins of 
binding specificity for G?i-specific adenylyl cyclase effectors, which interact with the 
SII-?3 site of the subunit [69]. In general, the malleability of the SII-?3 binding site has 
complicated structure-based analyses of binding specificity, leaving the question of 
molecular discrimination within the SII-?3 site largely unanswered.  
To explore the specificity of the SII-?3 binding site, our lab has performed a two-
step directed evolution experiment (Chapter 5). In the first step, the G?i-specific peptide 
R6A-1, flanked by random amino-acid hexamers, was evolved to bind both G?i and G?s 
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subunit classes. This G?s-binding peptide (GSP), was then evolved a step further into 
matured GSP (mGSP) sequences, which bind specifically to G?s. Mutagenic experiments 
indicate that GSP and mGSP peptides target the SII-?3 site of G?s(s), making 
discriminate contacts with ?3 and the ?3-?5 loop of the subunit. These findings present 
two interesting themes. Firstly, the success of mGSP peptides at discriminating G?s 
subunit targets with class and even sub-class binding specificity demonstrates that 
relatively short peptide sequences can distinguish very similar G? targets. The 36 residue 
G protein regulatory motif (GPR or GoLoco)(Fig. 1.2C) has previously been 
demonstrated to discriminate G? targets within the i/o class of subunits, but this 
specificity requires extensive peptide contacts with the helical-domain of G?, 
necessitating a relatively long peptide sequence [70]. mGSP peptides are comparatively 
short and appear able to discriminate G? targets within the highly conserved SII-?3 site. 
It should be noted that the tetra-decapeptide mastoparan is also capable of discriminating 
G? subunit classes, albeit at much higher effective concentrations [71]. Secondly, the 
short mutagenic distances separating the specific mGSP peptide sequences from the non-
specific aromatic-consensus motif, indicate that G?-binding specificity can be evolved 
using relatively small combinatorial searches. Analysis of conserved residues in mGSP 
sequences highlights the importance of K1(R/L)2 and V5R6 specificity-determining  
residues. These residues are immediately adjacent and internal to the aromatic-consensus 
motif, suggesting that a relatively small peptide library based on a broader consensus 
motif, such as X5-h(T/Y)XXEFL-X6, will contain specific binding solutions for a variety 
of G? subunits.  
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Conclusion 
 
 Flexible molecules involved in transcription regulation and cellular signaling 
networks present a growing pool of molecular targets [72]. Selection experiments against 
the transcription regulator ?boxB RNA and the signal transduction G? protein have 
demonstrated that these dynamic molecular targets can be discriminated with in vitro 
specificities by small peptides. Specific peptides evolved from the ARM-consensus motif 
and the G?-binding aromatic-consensus motif contain relatively few amino-acid 
substitutions within and around the motif, demonstrating the evolvability of these short 
sequences [73, 74] (Chapter 5).  
Peptide motifs are one means to reduce the sequence complexity of a selection 
search and can have the advantage of targeting a selection to a particular surface of a 
molecule, as demonstrated by peptide selections against G?s (Chapter 5). Localized 
targeting by Jim Wells’ group has similarly demonstrated the efficacy of this approach 
using small molecules [75, 76]. It may be possible to focus peptide combinatorial search 
complexity further by employing smart amino-acid vernaculars. A comparison of the 
RNA-binding arginine-rich motif (Fig. 1.1A) and the G protein-binding aromatic motif 
(Fig. 1.2C) illustrates the preferential amino-acid composition of nucleotide- and protein-
binding peptides. Arginine is a versatile amino-acid, capable of participating in 
electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals interactions, and its importance in 
nucleotide-binding proteins has been well documented [77]. Separately, analyses of the 
amino-acid composition of protein hot spot surfaces and antibody binding sites have 
revealed an increased incidence of aromatic residues [78, 79]. Like arginine, aromatic 
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residues can participate in a variety of binding interactions, including hydrophobic 
contacts, ?-bonds, and in the case of tryptophan and tyrosine, hydrogen bonds. It is 
interesting to find that these versatile residues are also critical in selected small peptide 
binding solutions. Independent selection experiments in our own laboratory have 
identified similar -R-W-R- binding motifs for the Methuselah protein and a phospho-
serine peptide target [80, 81]. Separately, selection experiments using a limited 4 amino-
acid vernacular, have evolved discriminate antigen-binding sites that are dominated by 
tyrosine residues. [82, 83]. The binding versatility of arginine and aromatic amino-acids, 
coupled with precise doping methods afforded by phosphoramidite codon-triplet 
chemistries [84], will afford a powerful complement to motif-based peptide selections.  
One practical complication from using motifs and codon biases in selection 
experiments against single targets is that these designs can bias a selection in the wrong 
direction. It is often enough the case that a selection experiment walks around all of the 
helpful hands that investigators try to offer it [85]. So goes the saying in directed 
evolution labs, ‘You get what you select for.’  One way to counter the limited success 
rate of selection experiments is to increase the number of targets searched. Nucleotide 
targets are relatively easy to synthesize and in vitro expression systems offer a promising 
means for economical development of protein targets [86], however, the low yield of 
these expressions complicates naïve selection experiments. By increasing the percentage 
of target binding molecules in a combinatorial library, motif-based peptide selections 
offer a means to counter the low yields of in vitro expressed proteins. Such designs 
should likewise be useful in selection experiments against cell surfaces, where distinct 
receptor targets are presented at low densities [87]. 
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Figure 1.1 An RNA-binding arginine-rich motif (ARM). (A) ARM peptides are listed 
along with their amino-acid sequences and pertinent structural references [19, 20, 24-31, 
35-38, 40, 88-91]. Natural ARM sequences are listed in black, with experimentally 
evolved sequences listed in gray. Cognate-RNA and evolved RNA-aptamer (Apt) targets 
are listed where applicable. Apt (References on the RNA-aptamers) HIV-1-REV [22, 32, 
52]; ? N [22, 92, 93]; HIV-1 Tat [94]; HTLV-1 Rex [26]; P22 N, BIV Tat, BMV Gag, 
CCMV Gag [22]. (B) Structural model of the bacteriophage ? N peptide-boxB complex, 
viewed from the major groove. The N peptide is represented as a ribbon structure with 
the ARM-consensus motif shown in blue and amino- and carboxy-terminal helices 
indicated. ? N peptide residue Trp18, shown in ball and stick representation, makes 
shape-specific ??? stacking contacts with the ?boxB loop). The structural image was 
made from Protein Data Bank file 1QFQ [90], using Pymol software 
(http://www.pymol.org). (C) Specificity-determining elements of ? N peptide. Gln4 and 
Arg8 residues confer binding specificity to the wild-type ? N peptide (Chapter 2). Shape-
specific binding of the ? N peptide Trp18 residue is critical for biological function, but 
not binding specificity [21]. ? N peptide mutants: ? N(R15) and ? N(E14R15) bind 
?boxB with increased specificity [20], adopting a shortened ?-helical fold that extends 
four residues to either side of the ? N peptide ARM-consensus motif. Both ? N(R15) and 
? N(E14R15) peptides exhibit structural disorder 7 residues from the ARM-consensus 
motif (Chapter 4).  
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Figure 1.2 G?-binding peptides. (A) G?-binding peptides are listed along with their 
sequences and pertinent reference information. The class-binding specificity of ligands is 
indicated at right. Gray squares represent positive peptide binding whereas white squares 
indicate that the peptide does not bind a particular class of G?. If binding data has not 
been measured for a G? class, no square is indicated. An aromatic motif present in a 
subset of G?-binding sequences (red) interacts non-specifically with the SII/?3 effector-
binding site of G?. References: [63-68, 70, 95-98], the specificities of AR6-05 and AR6-
04 are from unpublished work by William Ja. (B) Molecular surface representation of G? 
protein sequence homology superimposed on the G?s(s)-GTP?S crystal structure [99]. A 
sequence alignment of G? proteins (i1, i2, i3, oA, q, 11, 15, s(s), Olf, and 12) was 
performed by ClustalW [100], generating a list of identical (near white), conserved (light 
gray), similar (gray), and variable (slate) G? residues, which were grafted onto the 
G?s(s)-GTP?S crystal structure. The asterisk denotes an invariant hydrophobic binding 
pocket within the SII/?3 cleft [62]. (C) Ribbon diagram of KB-752 (red) binding within 
the SII/?3 cleft of G?i1 (slate). Structural image was made from Protein Data Bank file 
1Y3A [64]. Labels for the KB-752 consensus motif residues D7F8L9 are shown in red, 
with structural elements of G?i1 labeled in slate. Models were generated by Pymol 
software (http://www.pymol.org). 
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